
free methodist  
vision frame

Mission (What we do)

Igniting a Spirit-fueled movement 

that catalyzes the multiplication 

of leaders and churches

Values
( The character with which  
we do everything.) 

• Show up dependent

• Make it simple

• Lead with courage

• Live it together

Strategy
(The pattern of engaging 
churches. How we do it)

Mission Measures
( When we are successful  
at the mission)  
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Strategy

• Spirit Aliveness

•  Evangelistic  
Disciple-Making System

• Mentoring Pipeline

• Multiplication Step



Spirit aliveness: Because we aim to ignite a Spirit-fueled movement within the 
FMCUSA, we start by seeking God’s presence with all our hearts and devoting 
ourselves to prevailing prayer with the expectation that we will see evidence of 
God’s work among us.

1.   We have an observable passion for God’s presence when our congregation gathers. (1-10)

2.    We intentionally cultivate a commitment to prayer in our church both individually and corporately.
(1-10)

3.    We regularly see God’s supernatural work moving in and through our congregation  
(conversions, restored marriages, healings, other miracles, impact in our community, etc.). (1-10)

Evangelistic disciple-making system: Because we believe evangelism 
and discipleship are essential to the mission of the church, we expect every 
congregation to develop a clear plan for reaching the lost and ensuring that 
every believer is discipled to be a disciple-maker with the expectation that we will 
regularly see the fruit of conversions and baptisms.

4.   Our pastors and/or staff personally model relational evangelism and disciple-making. (1-10)

5.   We are confident in the effectiveness of our current evangelism and discipleship system. (1-10)

6.   We regularly celebrate conversions and baptisms in public worship. (1-10)

Mentoring pipeline: Because leadership is essential to the long-term impact of any 
spiritual movement, we invest deeply in the development of both lay and pastoral 
leaders with the expectation that we will have both the quality and quantity of 
leaders to meet the needs of a growing movement.

7.   We are confident in our church’s system for developing leaders. (1-10)

8.    Our pastors and/or staff are actively being mentored by and/or are  
mentoring another FM pastor.(1-10)

9.    We have persons in our congregation who are currently engaged in the  
path to ordination. (LMC/CMC) (1-10)

Multiplication step: Because multiplication is a clear indicator of missional health, 
we challenge every church to take the next step toward a more fruitful ministry with 
the expectation that we will see new ministries launched and churches planted.

10. We are in dialogue with our conference about our next break-thru as a church. (1-10)

11. We are confident in our effectiveness in reaching our local community. (1-10)

12.  We are currently involved in a church planting strategy. (1-10)

Mission Measures Expanded  
(When we are successful at the mission)


